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In the past few years� the explosive growth of the
Internet has allowed the construction of �virtual�
systems containing hundreds or thousands of indi�
vidual� relatively inexpensive computers� The agent
paradigm is well�suited for this environment because
it is based on distributed autonomous computation�
Although the de�nition of a software agent varies
widely� some common features are present in most
de�nitions of agents� Agents should be autonomous�
operating independently of their creator�s�� Agents
should have the ability to move freely about the In�
ternet� Agents should be able to adapt readily to
new information and changes in their environment�
Finally� agents should be able to communicate at a
high level� in order to facilitate coordination and co�
operation among groups of agents� These aspects of
agency provide a dynamic framework for the design
of distributed systems�

Tcl is an ideal language with which to build
agents� because scripts written in Tcl may be used
on any machine that can run Tcl� and because the
Tcl language environment itself is highly portable�
Additionally� Tcl	Tk greatly facilitates rapid proto�
typing and quick development of small applications�

We present TKQML� the integration of an
agent communication language� KQML 
�� �Knowl�
edge Query Manipulation Language� into Tcl	Tk�
TKQML can be used to build KQML�speaking
agents that run within a TKQML shell� TKQML
can also be used to bind together diverse applica�
tions into a distributed framework� using KQML as
a communication language� Tcls embeddable na�
ture allows one to easily add agent communication
facilities to existing code� As such� TKQML can be
used to enhance the functionality of new or existing
systems built using a Tcl framework� by allowing
easy integration with agent�based systems�

KQML is a language for general agent communi�
cation� It was developed as part of the Knowledge
Sharing E�ort 
��� a DARPA project exploring agent
communication and knowledge reuse� KQML is a

language based on speech acts� such as �tell�� �ask��
and �deny�� which describe the nature of a message
without reference to its content� Agents commu�
nicate application�speci�c information embedded in
general� higher�level KQML messages� A compre�
hensive semantics 
�� for KQML outlines protocols
for agent �conversation�� Additionally� most imple�
mentations provide facilities for message handling�
agent naming and resource brokering�

Problems of software mobility� communication�
and autonomy have not been neglected within the
Tcl community� Existing Tcl�based solutions to
agent issues� such as AgentTcl 
�� and Tacoma 
��
have emphasized security and mobility� but fall
short with respect to communication� AgentTcl
agents� using TCP	IP� exchange bytes strings which
have no prede�ned syntax� In Tacoma� agents must
meet in order to communicate� Others projects�
such as Tcl�DP 
�� �� provide excellent packages for
communication� but lack su�ciently �exible sup�
port for higher level languages� TKQML bridges
this gap�

The CARROT project �Co�operative Agent�
based Routing and Retrieval of Text� formerly
CAFE� is an ongoing e�ort at UMBC to develop
a distributed architecture for text�based informa�
tion retrieval 
��� and has served as a testbed for
TKQML� This project employs a brokered environ�
ment of clients and servers� Users make queries
through a World�Wide Web�based client� which are
routed intelligently by a broker agent to an appro�
priate information source� The broker makes these
decisions by gathering information� or metadata�
from each source� and deciding which database the
query most resembles� A ranked set of results is
returned to the client�

A heterogeneous set of text�indexing engines�
such as Telltale 
�� and mg 
��� manage large sets of
text data� These engines have been augmented into
agents with TKQML� The broker agent communi�
cates transparently with these information servers



via KQML� All components consist of C	C�� ap�
plications bound to TKQML with a Tcl	Tk shell�
One agent� the Agent Control Agent �ACA� is writ�
ten entirely as a TKQML script� Our experience
with CARROT has shown that TKQML can facil�
itate quick prototyping and rapid development of
agents and their GUIs� reducing the time neces�
sary to build large agent�based systems� Figure �
presents a sample system� in which agents of varying
types communicate via KQML�
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Figure �� A system of agents speaking KQML� Some
entities have been augmented with TKQML� while
other have native KQML abilities�

Both Tcl and KQML are powerful tools in the de�
velopment of agent�based systems� TKQML com�
bines the two� making it possible to bene�t from
both the light weight and portability of Tcl scripts
and the high�level communication support of KQML
with one package� We feel that its power� simplic�
ity and potential for future development make it an
ideal platform for the development of agent�based
systems�
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